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Let f(b, z) be any fixed formal power series starting 1 + bz + (possibly) 
terms in higher powers of z. Then there exists a unique factorization for 
every formal power series A(z) with A(0) = 1, in the form 
A = fi f(b,, zrn), 
?I=1 
where b, # 0, r,, E N, and rn + 1 > r,,. In particular, we consider the product 
representations for A where f(b, z) = exp(bz) or f(b, z) is a power of a 
polynomial. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 = F((z)) denote the field of all formal Laurent series 
A =A(z)= f C,? 
II=” 
in an indeterminate z, and with coefficients c, all lying in a given field F. 
Although the main case of importance here occurs when F is the field C of 
complex numbers, certain interest also attaches to other ground fields F, 
and the results below hold either for arbitrary F, or if indicated for F of 
characteristic zero. 
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If c,, # 0, we call v = v(A) the order of A, and define the norm (or blur- 
tion) of A to be 
Letting t?(O)= +x, 11011 =O, one then has (cf. Jones and Thron [4. 
Chap. 51) 
v(AB) = V(A) + v(B), =v(A)-v(B) if BfO, (1.1) 
and 
v(ctA + /3B) 3 min(v(A), v(B)) for Ofcc, OfbgF, 
with equality when v(A) # v(B). Equivalently 
II4 30, IIAII =O iffA =O, IlABIl = IlAll IlBll, 
IIuA +/WI G max(IIAIl, ll~ll) for O#M, O#fitzF, 
(1.2) 
with equalit)! when II AlI # llB11. 
By (1.2) the above norm is non-archimedean and leads to an ultrametnc 
distance function p on Y, with p(A, B) = IIA - Bll. It is then essentially 
“folk-lore” that 9 forms a complete metric space under p (cf. Jones and 
Thron [4, Chap. 51 and the similar theorem for formal power series rings 
in Zariski and Samuel [ 12, Chap. VII]). Our main attention below will be 
confined to the closed subspace 9, c 6p consisting of all formal power 
series 1 + x,:=, cnz”, our main result being: 
( 1.3 ) THEOREM. Given any fixed f(b, z) E YI, f( b, :) = 1 + br + tlrerz 
ever?’ A E 9,, with A f 1 has a unique convergent factorization (relative to p ) 
qf the ,form 
where 0 # b, E F, r,, E N, and r, + , > r,. Further, I’( A - P,,) 3 r,, + j > n kvhere 
P,=f(b,,=“)...f(b,,,,-‘n). 
Particular choices of f(b, z) lead to interesting factorizations of A. For 
example. 
A = n (1 + b,,?), 
n=, 
(1.4) 
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A= fj (1 -Zrn)-bn, (1.5) 
n=l 
A= fj (1 +z’“)bn, (1.6) 
II=1 
A= fj (l-b,z’n)-l, 
n=l 
(1.7) 
A = fi eb.=‘~ =exp ($, b.zrn), (1.8) 
n=l 
where rn EN, 6, EC. Here for arbitrary be C, (1 f z~)~ is defined by the 
standard (possibly infinite) binomial expansion formula, and C could be 
replaced by an arbitrary field F of characteristic zero. A similar comment 
applies with regard to ehz. 
Representations of the above types occur frequently in the theory of 
generating functions and in the arithmetical theory of partitions (see, e.g., 
[ 1 ] ). In particular, products of the form (1.5) have been used in the theory 
of prime-independent multiplicative number-theoretical functions [6, 71 
and in the context [6] of Euler product formulae for additive arithmetical 
semigroups, a setting which includes both partition-type products and 
many other enumeration problems which occur in combinatorics, algebra, 
and other mathematical areas. Infinite products corresponding to (1.4) 
have previously been investigated in [S]. 
In the final section some remarks are made concerning ordinary 
convergence of such products to complex analytic functions. 
2. CONVERGENCE AND APPROXIMATION 
Given any f(b, z) E 9Jr it is well known that f(b, z) is invertible and 
f- ‘(b, z) E Pr. Using this, the algorithm below leads to an explicit construc- 
tion of the product representation in Theorem 1.3. 
If 1 #AEON;, let A,=A= 1 +b,z”+ ..., and define 
A2=f-‘(b,,z”)A,, 
where rl EN, 0 #b, E F. If A, = 1 + b,,zrn + . . . has already been defined 
with 1 #A,EJ?~‘,, O#b,EF, then define 
A ,,+l=f-l(b,,zr”)A,=(l-b,z’n+ ..-)(l+b,zPn+ . ..) 
= 1 +b,+Izrn+‘+ . . . . 
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where r,, + , >r,, and O#b,,+, EF if A,+,# 1. If A,,+, = 1 simply stop the 
algorithm. Then 
A=A1=f(b,,r”)A2= ... =A,,+, 
If the procedure does not terminate with some A,,+, = 1. then 
\‘(A,,+,-l)=r,+,3l+r,3...3n+l-tx as tl+‘x. 
Thus in both cases lim,,., I A,,+, = 1 and then A = nzz 1 f‘(h,, z’~). relative 
to the metric p on 2’. 
If P,, = P,,(z) = n:‘=, f(b,, z”), we also have 
A =A.+,P,, 
and so 
3. UNIQUENESS OF FACTORIZATION 
(3.1) LEMMA. Any product n, z, f( d,. ~‘“1 rrith 0 # d,, E F, s,, EN. und 
.F ,,+ , > s,. converges relative to p to an element B # 1 in .Y, kth B = 1 + 
d, Y’B’. B’ E 9 1. 
Prooj If Q,? = nr= 1 f(d,, z’“), then 
Q N+rQN=Q.vR\.txr 
where 
NfK 
R .2’,K= fl f(d,,=“n)-l=d,.,,“~‘Rj, ,, 
II = ,2’ + I 
for R’ ,V. &-E 9, , since ( sN) is a strictly increasing sequence. Thus 
I~(Q*+K-Q.Y)=v(QN)+v(R,,‘.~)=.~,~+, >.V--+ x 
as N -+ x, independently of K> 1. Therefore, if the product is infinite, then 
(QN) forms a Cauchy sequence and converges relative to p to an element 
B of the complete metric space Y. Since the convergence is relative to p. 
t$B- Ph.) > s, for N sufficiently large, and so B= 1 + d,z”B’ for B’E 9,, 
because QN = 1 -i- R,, N = 1 + d, z-“Rb. ,y. 
Now suppose that A=n,,.,.r(b,,,,-‘n)=n,,., f(d,,,~‘~) where Ofh,,, 
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O#d,eF, r,,, s,EN, and rnfl>r,, s,+r>s,. Then Lemma3.1 implies 
that 
A = 1 +b,PA’= 1 +d,FB’ for A’, B’E~,. 
Henceb,=d,,r,=s,,andweobtainn,.,f(b,,~’n)=n,.2f(d,,=Sn).In 
the same way, b, = d, and r2 = s2, and thus we successively obtain b, = d,,. 
r, = s, for all n. 
By a simple modification of the above resuls we easily obtain the 
following generalization of Theorem 1.3 :
(3.2) THEOREM. Let {fi} b e an infinite sequence of elements of PI such 
that for each i, f,(b, z) = 1 + bz + (possibly) higher powers of z. Then ever] 
A E ,Yl, A # 1, has a unique factorization (relative to p) of the form 
A = fi L(b,, f-‘), 
r=l 
where 0 # 6, E F, rr E N, and r, + , > r,. Further, v(A - P,) 2 r,, + I > n, where 
P, = FI:=, f,(b,, zr’). 
4. SOME EXPLICIT FACTORIZATIONS 
Although, at present, we can say little about the relationship of the 
power series coefficients of A to those in the factorization A = n, a.1 f (b,, 9”) 
for an arbitrary f(b, z) E 9, such a study might prove interesting. 
However, many interesting special cases of such factorizations do arise in 
combinatorial analysis. (See, e.g., [ 1, 21 for these and other examples.) 
(i) The generating function for p(n) (the number of partitions of n) 
is 
l+ f p(n)t”= fi (l-t”)-‘. 
n=l n=l 
(ii) The generating function for q(n) (the number of partitions of n 
into unequal summands) is 
l+ f q(n)t”= fi (l+t”). 
n=l n=l 
More generally, if P(n, m) denotes the number of partitions of n into m 
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summands and Q(n, m) the number of partitions of II into m unequal 
summands we have 
(iii) l+ C P(n,m)t”u”= fi (1 -UP) -’ 
I < 112 <?I ,= I 
and 
(iv) 
Further, given a sequence of integers (a) = (a,, u2, . ..). 1 ,< a, < a2 < ., the 
generating sequence of D(n; (a)) of partitions of n with summands in (u) is 
(v) 1 + t D(n; (a))t” = fj (1 - t”‘) -‘. 
n=I ,=I 
(vi) A partition identity due to Ramanujan [ 111, of type (1.5) states 
x p(5n+4) 
c 5 
.~,~= ((1 -x5)(1-xl”)(l-x’5)...)~ 
I, = 0 ((I-.~)(l-.‘i~)(l-.s~)...~b 
We mention two further examples of types (1.5) and (1.7). respectively. 
(vii) i (-l)n(2n+1).\-(1~‘)“‘“+‘)= fi (1 -.Y”)~ (Jacobi). 
,, = 0 II = I 
(viii) If A(n) denotes the sum of the multinomial coefficients which 
occur in the expansion of (.~r + .Y? + . + x,, )“, then 
,z 
f A(n) s= i [I-$)- ‘. 
= 0 n=l 
(ix) With regard to factorizations of type ( 1.8), Bell’s formula gives 
Further examples of this type can be found in Kyriakoyssis [9]. 
(x ) A final remarkable identity involving f(b, Z) = eb’ is 
Another possibly interesting problem, involves characterizing the types 
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of products in Theorem 1.3 which correspond to rational functions 
A E F(z), for a given f(b, z). As a partial result in this direction we have: 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let A E YI, A # 1, with unique representation 
A = ; f(b,, z+). 
II=1 
Then for the particular choices of f(b, z) below, A E F(z) if the following 
conditions hold for all n sufficiently large: 
(i) f(b,z)=l+bzandb,+,=bi, r,+l=2r,; 
(ii) f(b,z)=(l+~)~ and b,+,=bEZ, rn+I=2r,, and b,EZ for 
all n; 
(iii) f(b,z)=(l-bz)-‘andb,+,= -bz, r,+I=2r,; 
(iv) f(b,z)=(l+(b/m)z)” for any m~Z\{0}, and b,+,=bz/m, 
r n+l = 2r,. 
Proof: (i) to (iv) all follow easily from the Euler-type identity 
fi (I+ y2n-I)‘I 
?I=1 
1-y (V(Y)>O). 
(To establish this identity, note that the equation 1 + w = (1 - w’)/( 1 - w) 
(w # 1) leads, as for real numbers, to 
fi (1+y2’-‘)-1-Y2... 1-y2* -l-Y2”. 
II=1 1-l 1 _ JF’ 1-Y 
The identity then follows, since v( yk) = kv(y) + co as k + co, i.e., yk + 0 
relative to p.) 
5. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS AND ORDINARY CONVERGENCE 
In the important case when F is the field C of complex numbers, the 
main interest of Y or Pi lies in their close connection with ordinary com- 
plex meromorphic or analytic functions at the origin. As in the analytic 
theory of continued fractions (cf. Jones and Thron [4, Chap. 5]), it would 
be interesting to investigate the ordinary (uniform, if possible) convergence 
of the earlier approximation polynomials P,(z) to actual analytic functions 
A(z). 
Unfortunately, even the well-developed theory of continued fractions 
seems to be only partially successful in this genuinely analytic direction, 
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seeming to work best only for special classes of functions and fractions. In 
effect, much of the theory of continued fraction approximations still seems 
to rest largely on a formal “correspondence” theory analogous to 
Theorem 1.3. Thus the present type of approximation and representation 
should probably be viewed in a similar light. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that Jones and Thron [3,4] have 
established at least one general theorem on uniform convergence to 
meromorphic functions under suitable conditions, which in principle is just 
as applicable to product as to continued fraction approximations (cf. 
Theorem 4 of [ 31, or Theorem 5.11 of [4] ). 
The ordinary theory of infinite products also yields the following criteria 
for analyticity: 
(5.1 ) PROPOSITION. Given any 1 # A E PI with unique representation 
A = FL:=, f(b,, =‘, ) (relative to p), suppose the following conditions hold: 
(i) ,f(b,, =‘n) is anal)ltic in 1~1 < R for euch n = 1. 2, 3. . . . . 
(ii) Z,:=, If(b,,=rn)- II converges un{formly in /:I < u for ecer.l’ 
O<u<R. 
Then Tz,‘?, .f(b,, zrn) converges to A on /:I -C R and represents an anal?~tic 
function for /;I CR. 
Proof: By a theorem of Knopp [S, p. 4371 conditions (i) and (ii) imply 
that n;= 1 f(b,, z’“) converges to an analytic function which we shall call 
B, in 1~1 <R. By Theorem 1 [S, p. 4371 the power series expansion of B 
may be obtained by expanding the product term by term. Since for each n, 
~(B-n:=,f(b,,=‘~))~r,+, it follows that B = nZXZ 1 ,f(b,, z”) relative to 
p, whence B = A. 
Remark. If (6,) is a bounded sequence in C we can deduce that the 
factorizations of A of types (1.4) to (1.7) all converge uniformly in 
the discs 1~1 <u for every 0 < u < 1. In addition, since the power series 
expansion of a convergent product is obtained by expanding the product 
term by term we have: 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Suppose n;= 1 f(b,, zrn) converges to A ji,r 
I=/ CR,, where for each n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . f(b,, zrn) represents an analytic 
jimction in I,-/ CR,. Then R, <R, where R, is the radius of convergence of 
the power series expansion of A E PI. 
Remark. Equality may or may not occur in the above. For example, for 
the Euler-type identity, 
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we have RI = R, = 1. However, by taking logs one can easily verify the 
formal identity 
e== fi (1 -,n)-fwln, 
n=l 
where p(n) denotes the Mobius function, for which R, = 1 < R2 = co. 
Whereas in the above results we deduced the analytic behaviour of A from 
that of its product representation, in the particular case f(b, z) = ebZ 
analytic behaviour of A(z) can be used to deduce the convergence of its 
exponential factorization. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Let A E Yl be an entire transcendental function over 
C with no zeros, then A has a unique analytic factorization 
where Cp”= 1b,z’l is an entire function. 
Proof: We know from Theorem 1.3 that 
where g(z) denotes the formal power series Cp”=r b,z’l. However, by 
Theorem 9.7 of Markushevich [lo], A = eh(‘) where h(z) is an entire 
function. By uniqueness of the formal product representation, h(z) = g(z); 
hence result. 
Note. More generally, if D is a simply connected region in C and A is 
holomorphic in D with no zeros, then A has the analytic factorization 
A = JJp”= 1 eb+” in D. 
We can also characterize those analytic functions which have finite 
factorizations in terms of f(b, z) = ebr: 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Let A E PI be an entire transcendental function over 
C with no zeros, where A has order m EN. Then A has a unique finite 
factorization A = ny=, eblz”. 
Proof: By Theorem 9.8 of Markushevich [lo], A = ep@), where P(z) is 
a polynomial of degree m. As previously, uniqueness of the formal product 
representation gives the result. 
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In particular, an example of this proposition with m = 2 is given by the 
generating function for the Hermite polynomials H,(s). For x fixed, 
5 H,(x) $=exp(2.Yr-1’). 
,I = 0 
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